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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Metropolitan Planning Authority (MPA), in consultation with the Shire of Mitchell, is preparing a 

Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) to facilitate the future development of the Beveridge Central precinct.   

A Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) is a ‘big picture’ plan that sets the vision for developing new 

neighbourhoods and is the primary plan for guiding urban development in the growth areas of 

Melbourne. It defines the overall urban structure of new communities, including the services and 

facilities required to support the community. 

The Beveridge Central PSP will apply to approximately 290 hectares of land, either side of the Hume 

Highway, adjacent the existing township of Beveridge.  This precinct will be planned to ultimately 

accommodate approximately 3649 homes for an expected population of 10,218. 

The precinct is included in the Northern Growth Corridor Plan which is a strategy for long term 

development in the northern corridor of Melbourne.  The Northern Growth Corridor Plan identifies 

population growth over this time to increase by 260,000 – 300,000 residents and employment to 

increase by approximately 83,000 – 105,000 jobs. 

The MPA has completed a number of background technical studies for the precinct.  The purpose of 

this document is to provide a summary of the findings of these reports and to highlight issues and 

opportunities to be considered in the preparation of the PSP. 

Since the commencement of development at Mandalay, the planning for the future development of 

other parts of Beveridge Central has been ongoing.  

Whilst Beveridge Central is comparatively a small PSP area it is spatially important in the context of 

the future growth of Beveridge and surrounds. The Beveridge Central PSP area connects the existing 

Beveridge Township, Mandalay development, the previously approved Lockerbie North PSP area 

(east of the Hume Highway) and the Beveridge North West PSP area, which is currently being 

planned. 

 

  



2 PRECINCT CONTEXT  

2.1 METROPOLITAN CONTEXT 
The Beveridge Central Precinct is located in Mitchell Shire.  The precinct is situated approximately 42 

kilometres north of Melbourne’s CBD and approximately 4 kilometres south of Wallan.  The PSP area 

is bound by Camerons Lane, Patterson Street, Rankin Street and Stewart Street, Beveridge. The 

existing Beveridge Township and Mandalay residential community adjoin the PSP area. 

The Northern Growth Corridor Plan identifies the PSP area to be a residential community that is 

dissected by the Hume Highway road corridor (see plan below). Road access to the precinct is 

currently via the Hume Highway via the Lithgow Street full diamond interchange. 

 

2.2 CURRENT PLANNING PROVISIONS 
The majority of the PSP area is currently zoned Urban Growth Zone (UGZ) with the Rural 

Conservation Zone (RCZ) applied adjacent the western side of the Hume Highway in the northern 

part of the precinct between Lithgow Street and Camerons Lane.  

Schedule 2 of the Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO2) applies to land abutting the Hume Highway 

corridor, the Salinity Management Overlay (SMO) applies to all land to the west of the Hume 

Highway corridor, the Heritage Overlay (HO4) applies to land on the south west corner of Kelly 

Street and Stewart Street. The Heritage Overlay (HO332) applies to land within the Lithgow Street / 

Hume Highway on ramp and Schedule 7 to the Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO7) applies to land 

abutting the Hume Highway corridor. 



3 TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT 

There is an existing grid pattern road network within the Beveridge Central PSP area. The existing 

roads are of varying standard and road reserve width. Below is a summary of the existing conditions. 

- Lithgow Street: Urban construction sealed pavement from Hume Highway to Patterson 

Street. The carriageway is duplicated to the west of Malcolm Street. 

- Malcolm Street: Rural construction sealed pavement. Approximately 28 metre road reserve. 

- Camerons Lane: Rural construction sealed pavement. Approximately 31 metre road reserve. 

- Lewis Street: Rural construction unsealed. Approximately 31 metre road reserve. 

- Patterson Street: Road reserve only. Approximately 31 metre road reserve north of Lithgow 

Street and 23 metres south of Lithgow Street. 

- Whiteside Street: Rural construction unsealed. Approximately 30 metre road reserve. 

- Kelly Street: Rural construction sealed pavement east of Spring Street. Approximately 30 

metre road reserve. 

- Spring Street: Approximately 30 metre road reserve. 

- Rankin Street: Approximately 34 metre road reserve. 

3.1 GTA REPORT OVERVIEW 
The MPA engaged GTA to complete a strategic transport modelling assessment and to determine the 

anticipated demands on the transport network for Beveridge Central.   

The aim of the assessment was to: 

 Inform the road cross sections for an interim (2026) and ultimate (2046) scenario 

 Understand the need for any further infrastructure including duplicating arterial roads in the 

future or additional turn lanes at an intersection 

3.2 OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Strategic modelling undertaken for Beveridge Central by GTA revealed that the road network in 

2026 demonstrates that it is capable of accommodating the demands of the PSP as well as the 

addition of through trips; however the Lithgow Street interchange will experience congestion by 

2026, thus supporting the introduction of Camerons Lane. 

It also states that by 2046, with the interchange relocated, the network will operate well with 

sufficient capacity in the road network. 



 

GTA concluded that the proposed road categorisation aligned with the daily traffic volume ranges 

associated with the classification and Austroads based road capacity limits.  GTA also notes that 

many of the roads in the precinct could be considered to provide more capacity than what is 

required, based on the traffic volumes alone.  GTA recommend future investigation through the PSP 

to include consideration of road management. 

It is noted that due to the location of the existing Mandalay development boundary fence, the 

widening of Patterson Street to accommodate an arterial road reservation will be to the east. 

3.3 HUME HIGHWAY IMPACT STUDY 
VicRoads have recently undertaken an assessment of the Hume Highway within the Northern 

Growth Corridor. The Study has included an assessment of the road upgrade requirements, access 

needs and reservation requirements. 

In relation to the stretch of Highway that dissects the Beveridge Central PSP area, the Study has 

identified the following requirements: 

- The existing Lithgow Street full diamond interchange has a limited capacity to be upgraded 

due to topographical and other physical constraints and therefore will need to be replaced 

by a new interchange at Camerons Lane. Once the new interchange is constructed the 

Lithgow Street interchange will be decommissioned and provide east to west connection 

only. 

- A new full diamond interchange is to be constructed at Camerons Lane. 

- A half diamond north bound exit and south bound entry ramps to be constructed at Rankin 

Street. 

- The existing Pubic Acquisition Overlay – Schedule 7 that abuts the Hume Highway corridor 

on both sides can be reduced as the Lithgow Street interchange will not be upgraded. 

- An amended Public Acquisition Overlay Schedule 7 is required for the Camerons Lane 

interchange. 

The plan below shows the detail of the road upgrade, access and reservation requirements. 

Given the proximity of the existing Malcolm Street connection to the proposed Camerons Lane / 

Hume Highway interchange, there is a need to relocate the connection. The plan below highlights a 

preference to discontinue the existing Malcolm Street road alignment, which may be incorporated 



into adjoining lots, and shift it further to the east so that it can pass under Camerons Lane. This 

would allow for a southern connection to Lewis Street and a connection between the Beveridge 

Central and Beveridge North West PSP areas. 

 

 

  



4 BIODIVERSITY 

4.1 ECOLOGY & HERITAGE PARTNERS REPORT OVERVIEW 
The Biodiversity Conservation Strategy (BCS) was approved by the Minister for Environment, 

Heritage and Water on 5 September, 2013.  The BCS provides strategic direction for the retention 

and removal of ‘Matters of Environment Significance’ (MNES). 

A series of documents form part of the BCS objectives and implementation. The documents relevant 

to the precinct are: 

 Sub-regional Species Strategy for the Growling Grass Frog; 

 Sub-regional Species Strategy for the Golden Sun Moth; 

 Striped Legless Liard Salvage and Translocation Plan; and 

 Habitat compensation under the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy. 

4.2 RETENTION & OFFSET REQUIREMENTS  
The DSE bioregional pre-1750 EVC mapping of Beveridge Central showed that the precinct was once 

covered by Plains Grassland and Plains Grassy Woodland (EVC 55_61).  2005 EVC extent mapping 

(DSE 2011a) shows only isolated occurrences of these EVCs within the precinct. 

The BCS identified small patches of varying quality (low/medium) on both sides of the Hume 

Highway.  The BCS does not require retention of native vegetation patches or scattered trees. 

The precinct has low levels of significance regarding biodiversity with the majority of the area being 

highly modified through previous and current agricultural practices. 

4.2.1 Scattered Tree Assessment 
One scattered tree was recorded, being a Swamp Gum Eucalyptus ovata. It is recorded as being a 

Medium Old Tree (MOT) of ‘high conservation significance’. 

4.2.2 Fauna 
The BCS identifies Category 2 Growling Grass Frog along the Kalkallo Creek and its tributaries. The 

BCS allows for Category 2 habitat to be offset and cleared. 

4.2.3 Conservation Concept Plan 
The BCS does not identify any conservation areas in the precinct; therefore a Conservation Concept 

Plan does not apply. 

4.2.4 Golden Sun Moth (GSM) 
A strategic approach to GSM conservation is outlined in the Sub-regional Species Strategy for the 

Golden Sun Moth.  There are no areas identified for conservation of Golden Sun Moth within the 

Beveridge Central PSP area. 

 

  



5 LANDSCAPE & VISUAL STATEMENT 

5.1 LANDSCAPE & VISUAL STATEMENT OVERVIEW 
Beveridge Central is made up of a large number of lifestyle or hobby farms of approximately 5 – 100 

acres and is accessed by a predominantly unmade existing grid road network. The central boulevard 

of Lithgow Street connects the Mandalay development to the Hume Freeway and is a distinguishing 

feature within the landscape. 

The western side of the Beveridge Central PSP area is bound by farm land to the north and south, 

the existing Mandalay community to the west and the Hume Freeway to the east. The eastern side 

of the PSP area is bound by the existing Beveridge township and Mt Fraser to the north, farmland to 

the east and south and the Hume Freeway to the west. 

Mt Fraser is an eroded extinct volcanic cone with two craters. The north side of the hill is quite steep 

and reaches a height of 125 metres above the surrounding basalt plains. Mt Fraser is the 

distinguishing landscape feature within an otherwise open rural landscape setting.  

The existing residential areas of Mandalay and the Beveridge township are located at either end of 

the PSP area, which highlights the connecting role that the development of Beveridge Central will 

play in joining these two existing communities. The farm land that surrounds the PSP area is also to 

be developed as part of the wider Beveridge growth area. 

The western side of the precinct is relatively low lying and falls gently from north to south. The land 

on the eastern side of the Hume Freeway also falls from north to south and is also quite flat, 

however the land immediately north is relatively steep as it forms part of the Mt Fraser landform. 

Vegetation within the PSP area is predominantly introduced and forms part of planting associated 

with individual properties or within existing road reserves. 

5.2 HISTORIC FEATURES 
The historic ‘Kelly House’ is located on the eastern edge of the PSP area on the corner of Stewart 

Street and Kelly Street. The Kelly family lived for a short time in the house that is still standing today. 

It is recorded that John Kelly built this house in 1859 when Ned was about five years old and his 

brother Dan was born in the house.  The house was added to the Victorian Register of Historic 

Buildings in September, 1992. Its design is unusual in Victoria and shows the Irish heritage of its 

builder. 

There is also a remnant chimney from the original Donnybrook and Wallan Wallan Roads Board 

office located on the corner of Lithgow Street and Hume Freeway.  

Roads Boards were precursors of local government in Victoria. The Donnybrook and Wallan Wallan 

District Roads Board was formed in 1863 and built its office in Beveridge in 1865. It was a gabled 

bluestone building with a hexagonal chimney, designed by Surveyor, Town Clerk and Shire Engineer, 

Duncan McGregor.  In 1969 the building was demolished by the Victorian Country Roads Board (CRB) 

for the Hume Highway dual carriageway through Beveridge. Part of the chimney was preserved and 

re-erected on the site by the CRB due to the heritage and preservation concerns of Beveridge 

residents. 

The remnant chimney is of social significance to the community who argued for preservation of the 

distinctive chimney shaft as physical evidence of the former Shire and community Hall, and its 

original location. 



6 CULTURAL HERITAGE 

6.1 OCHRE IMPRINTS REPORT OVERVIEW 
The Metropolitan Planning Authority engaged Ochre Imprints to investigate and provide a better 

understanding of Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage values with the Beveridge Central study 

area prior to the development of a Precinct Structure Plan.   

The aims of the study were: 

 To determine the distribution of any previously registered Aboriginal places and historical 

sites in the Beveridge Central area; and 

 Define and map zones of Aboriginal and historical archaeological sensitivity. 

The precinct is located in Wurundjeri Tribe Land and Compensation Cultural Heritage Council 

(WTLCCHC). The WTLCCHC is the Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) relevant to the precinct area. 

6.2 ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES 
The Desktop assessment conducted by Ochre Imprints established that one registered Aboriginal 

place is known to exist within the Beveridge Central PSP area, comprising surface and subsurface 

deposits of stone artefacts on a large stony rise. 

Four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity were defined in the PSP study area.  These zones 

were determined according to the known presence of Aboriginal cultural heritage, the known 

presence of stony rises and elevated land, limited roadside observation and geomorphological 

mapping (DPI Geomorphological Units 250). These zones comprise: 

 Zone 1 high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: those areas which have been confirmed to 

contain Aboriginal cultural heritage; 

 Zone 2 moderate-high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: those areas where stony rises 

and elevated land have been noted to occur via limited roadside observation; 

 Zone 3 moderate Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity; those areas which were unable to be 

visually assessed but are mapped as ‘stony rises’ on the geomorphological map; and 

 Zone 4 low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity; those areas subject to previous 

archaeological assessment and determined not to comprise landforms associated with 

Aboriginal cultural heritage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following map highlights the zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity within the PSP area: 



 

6.2.1 Other Cultural Heritage Management Plans and Recommendations within PSP 

study area 
Ochre Imprints had prepared a CHMP for a 40ha area in the northwest of the PSP study area, south 

of Camerons Land and west of Malcolm Street (as shown below). This investigation area contains the 

Zone 1 and as described previously. 

 

 

Management recommendations included in the CHMP allowed for part of the area to be harmed 

during the activity, with the remaining portion to be incorporated in an area of public open space. 

The plan allowed for manual planting of indigenous vegetation and ongoing manual vegetation 

management within the open space. A salvage program (excavation of two 3x3m pits) was 

recommended for the portion of the area to be harmed during the proposed activity. 

6.3 HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 
The Desktop assessment conducted by Ochre Imprints established that three historical sites are 

registered in the Beveridge Central PSP study area.  These are listed on a combination of registers 



(Heritage Inventory, Victorian Heritage Register and local government heritage overlay).  Those 

historical sites are listed in the following table: 

 

The ‘John Kelly House & Outbuildings’ is located on the south west corner of Stewart Street and Kelly 

Street, the ‘Beveridge Quarry’ is located north of Rankin Street adjacent the eastern side of the 

Hume Highway and the ‘Dry Stone Wall’ is located on Rankin Street adjacent the western side of the 

Hume Highway. 

Three zones of historical archaeological sensitivity were identified. 

 Zone 1 moderate-high historical archaeological sensitivity: several buildings within the PSP 
study area represent early settlement and development of the Beveridge Township and their 
historical significance is recognised by the designation of Heritage Register, Heritage Overlay 
or Heritage Inventory H-listing. Historical fabric associated with these sites may be present in 
this zone.  

 Zone 2 low-moderate historical archaeological sensitivity: several residential dwellings and 
shops have been mapped as present in the PSP study area in c. 1900 (Payne 1974: 13) but 
their locations have not been verified and they are not registered and are included in this 
zone. Their actual locations, extents and archaeological potential require field verification. A 
possible house ruin, not mapped by Payne (1974: 13), was noted during the preparation of a 
CHMP in the northwest of the PSP study area (Light 2012b) and is included in this zone. 

 Zone 3 low historical archaeological sensitivity: this zone encompasses the remainder of the 
PSP study area. This zone is likely to contain evidence of the past agricultural and pastoral 
activities likely to be represented by small bluestone quarry areas, drystone walls, fencing, 
sheds, and stock runs, all of which have been given D-listings on the Heritage Inventory 
when registered in the area in the past. This zone includes those sites D-listed on the 
Heritage Inventory. 



The following map highlights the zones of historical archaeological sensitivity within the PSP area: 

 

6.4 ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CONSULTATION 
A meeting was held on 7 October 2014 attended by various parties from the MPA, Ochre Imprints, 

Consultant Archaeologists and members of the WTLCCHC with the assessment findings being 

discussed. It resulted in determining that impacts to known Aboriginal cultural heritage places within 

the PSP study area should be avoided.  CHMPs will need to be undertaken early in the planning 

process and will aim to incorporate any Aboriginal cultural heritage identified within areas of public 

open space 

6.5 OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ochre Imprints concluded that eight registered historical places and one Aboriginal place, VAHR 
7823-0235, have been registered in the northwest of the PSP study area. 

Based on the results of this desktop assessment, four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity 
and three zones of historical archaeological sensitivity ranging from low to high have been defined 
for the PSP study area. It is predicted that cultural heritage has an increased likelihood of occurring 
in the moderate to high zones, however, this likelihood is also increased wherever stony rises occur, 
which may not be mapped in this report due to the absence of survey to identify these locations. 

Cultural heritage approval processes associated with legislation relevant to the future development 
in the PSP study area would require: 

 A CHMP will be triggered for high impact activities located in areas of Cultural Heritage 
Sensitivity as defined by the AHR 2007. Within the PSP, areas of cultural heritage sensitivity 
are limited to locations within 50 m of a registered Aboriginal place.  

 Works that do not trigger a CHMP but have the potential to impact on Aboriginal places 
would require a Cultural Heritage Permit (CHP). 



 Historical places included in the Victorian Heritage Register will require a permit under the 
Heritage Act 1995 for all forms of development including subdivision, demolition, alterations 
and new buildings and works. A permit exemption may be approved for works which do not 
affect the heritage significance of the place.  

  Historical places registered on local government heritage overlays require a permit from the 
local council in order to impact the site - some activities are exempt and local council should 
be contacted in order to ascertain the process. 

The Beveridge Central PSP should consider: 

 Avoiding harm to known Aboriginal places and historical sites where possible. 

 Minimising impacts to zones of predicted moderate to high archaeological sensitivity. Aside 

from Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity Zones 1 and 4, the actual sensitivity of all zones of 

sensitivity needs to be verified by further archaeological investigation. 

Future development can reduce the harm to Aboriginal and historical places by: 

 Verifying zones of archaeological sensitivity through archaeological field work and 
undertaking site mitigation measures to reduce impacts where Aboriginal cultural heritage 
places are identified. 

 Undertaking CHMPs (voluntary if it is not mandatory) and heritage assessments early in the 
planning process for individual developments. While CHMPs may not be triggered for much 
of the PSP study area, these plans provide the best opportunity for identifying, and providing 
an appropriate framework for managing, Aboriginal cultural heritage. 

 Incorporating significant cultural heritage identified during further archaeological 
investigations into open space. 

 

 

 

 

 

7 SERVICING & UTILITIES CAPACITY 

7.1 SERVICING ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW 
The scope of the assessment was to identify existing and likely future infrastructure requirements.  

Services that were investigated were main drainage, drinking water, recycled water, sewerage, 

electricity, gas and telecommunications.  The outcomes and recommendations will inform the PSP 

through the identification of utilities and infrastructure requirements of each service and identify 

the provision of services that may impact on staging and timeframes. 

As part of this assessment, the following authorities were consulted: 

 Yarra Valley Water (sewer, water and recycled water) 

 SP Ausnet (electricity transmission) 

 NBN Co (communications) 

 Telstra (communications) 

 APA Group (gas transmission) 

 Melbourne Water (drainage) 



7.2 OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.2.1 Electricity 
SP Ausnet is the responsible authority for the provision of electricity supply to service the proposed 

development area.   

SP-Ausnet in 2009 constructed the Kalkallo Zone substation (KLO ZSS) to allow for future load growth 

in the north east corridor, thus extending the service capacity life of the 22kV line heading north up 

the Hume Highway from Kalkallo.   

SP-Ausnet, within the next 5 years, will be undertaking staged thermal capacity upgrades on the 

Hume Highway line, to meet current increases in supply demand.   

In the future SP-Ausnet has identified the need for a double circuit 22kV line pole line to be 

extended at least up to Beveridge.  At this stage the exact location of separation of the double circuit 

line has not been planned.   

At current energy use (2011) the existing 22kV feeder has around 4MA spare capacity, which is 

equivalent to 1000 housing allotments.   

Any development coming on line, within the next 5 years, exceeding 50 lots will need to negotiate 

with SP-Ausnet and pay for their increment in “brought forward” financing costs to SP-Ausnet.   

The capacity of the existing lines in Beveridge Township is limited, and depending on where the 

development of the study area starts, there will be a need to upgrade a length of overhead line for 

the proposed development.   

7.2.2 Communications 

Generally, for developments comprising 100 lots or more, the National Broadband Network 

Company (NBNCo) is responsible for the provision of telecommunication services.  The developer’s 

responsibilities under the NBN or Telstra arrangements include:  

• Design and install pit and pipe infrastructure to NBN Co / Telstra specifications and 

standards. 

• Transfer ownership of pit and pipe infrastructure to NBN Co / Telstra. 

7.2.3 Gas 
APA Group is responsible for the provision of gas to this development.  Gas transmission mains exist 

in Minton Street (Beveridge Road), Stewart Street and Lithgow Street and subject to agreement with 

APA Group can be extended to adequately cater for development subject to the developer providing 

service conduits and shared trenching arrangements. 

7.2.4 Sewer 
Yarra Valley Water has a major capital works program in place to provide sewerage facilities in this 

region. The centre piece of the proposal is the construction of a sewer 1800mm in diameter for a 

distance of 19km from the Craigieburn to Wallan Sewerage Treatment plant (STP).  Constructed at a 

depth of approximately 15m in rock, the cost of the facility will be in the order of $110M.   

The first section of sewer between the Craigieburn STP and Donnybrook Road, known as the Amaroo 

Main Sewer, is scheduled for completion in about mid-2017.  The next section is to be constructed is 

the Lockerbie Main Sewer and this should be extended to approximately 1km north of Minton Street 

by around 2021.  The final section connecting the Wallan STP will be constructed as a Rising Main.  

Ultimately sewage from this PSP area will discharge into the Lockerbie Main Sewer. 

The permanent works described above are several years away.  In the interim, Yarra Valley Water 

has advised that sewerage facilities to new development can be provided by the installation of a 



temporary sewerage pump station and rising main. A pressure reduction station will also be required 

near the corner of Camerons Lane and Malcolm Street. 

Yarra Valley will allow a pressure main to pressure main connection; however the capacity of the 

existing main and the demand from the Mandalay Estate and surrounds will limit the additional load 

from this development and the north section of Lockerbie North PSP  to approximately 250 lots.  To 

service more than 250 lots, Yarra Valley Water would most likely require the 125mm diameter rising 

main to extend alongside the existing 280mm main all the way to the gravity sewer at the Wallan 

STP. 

The attached Yarra Valley Water plan shows the proposed layout of the Sewerage Infrastructure that 

will service Beveridge Central. 

7.2.5 Water 
The permanent source of water supply will be from the Mt Fraser potable water tank.  The tank will 

be installed approximately 1km north of the PSP area.  Ultimately, water will be conveyed from the 

tank to the PSP area via the Mt Fraser outlet main and distributed to either side of the Hume 

Highway. 

The permanent works described above are several years away.  In the interim, Yarra Valley Water 

has advised that supply can be provided throughout the precinct by the extension of a temporary 

main from a source west of the Hume Highway.  The temporary main will connect to a supply 

located on the intersection of Lithgow Street and Lewis Street. 

7.2.6 Drainage 
The Beveridge Central PSP area is located within Melbourne Water’s ‘Kalkallo Creek Drainage 

Services Scheme (6550)’ (see extract below). 

Beveridge Central is located within the middle of the catchment which flows north to south from the 

Beveridge North West PSP area through to the Kalkallo Creek. As such, the DSS does not specify the 

need for any significant infrastructure, such as retarding basins, within the Beveridge Central PSP 

area.  

On the west side of the Hume Highway, piped drainage infrastructure is to extend south from 

Camerons Lane along Lewis Street and to the east of the Hume Highway generally south along Spring 

Street and west along Rankin Street. Ultimately, drainage from both sides of the Highway come 

together to the south of the Beveridge Central PSP and continues to flow towards Kalkallo.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2.7 Flood mapping  

 The PSP area is flat but is located south of a steep volcanic cone. The drainage catchment includes 

the slopes of the volcanic cone, areas north of Camerons Lane and areas east of the Hume Freeway. 

Parts of the PSP area, including properties, are subject to flooding. There are small table drains along 

Whiteside Street and Lewis Street, but the land slopes generally south/southwest, so there are 

opportunities for stormwater flows to travel both south and west at various points.  

Flood mapping was undertaken for the precinct to define the extent of flooding in the PSP area. The 

mapping was then used to determine the hot spot location of flooding in the precinct and determine 

ways to mitigate flooding after a 1 in 100 year flow event into properties under a developed 

scenario.  



The flooding of properties has been managed through the creation of swale drains in the central 

median of Lewis Street and Whiteside Street to cater for excess flows. There may also be a need to 

fill properties to raise the natural ground level and direct flows back to the road network. Melbourne 

Water will amend the DSS to provide a pipe along Lewis Street and also the north-south local access 

street parallel to Lewis Street to cater for peak flows as shown on the plan below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 ECONOMIC & EMPLOYMENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT  

8.1 RETAIL FACILITIES OVERVIEW 
There are no existing retail centres within the Beveridge area, however a local centre has been 

approved within the north eastern corner of the Mandalay residential community. 

In conjunction with the Beveridge North West PSP area a series of local town centres are proposed. 

The largest of the town centres is to be located in Beveridge North West along the northern 

extension of Patterson Street. 

There are three Local Convenience Centres (LCC) proposed within Beveridge Central, with the largest 

of the three forming an eastern extension of the approved Mandalay retail centre at the intersection 

of Patterson Street and Camerons Lane. Ultimately this intersection will be a major arterial road 



cross intersection that will carry substantial sub-regional traffic volumes. It is also proposed to be the 

major Principal Public Transport route connecting to the future Beveridge train station. 

A LCC is proposed on the north east corner of Spring Street and Rankin Street to service the eastern 

side of the PSP area. Due to the centre’s proximity to the approved major town centre on Stewart 

Street (Beveridge train station) this centre is to service local needs only. 

A LCC is also proposed on the south east corner of Lewis Street and Lithgow Street to provide local 

amenity to the south western part of the PSP area. Due to the centre’s proximity to the LTC on 

Camerons Lane (Mandalay) this centre is to service local daily needs only. 

The Northern Growth Corridor Plan identifies a major town centre to the south west of the 

Beveridge Central PSP area along the southern extension of Patterson Street. 

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following retail centre recommendations for Beveridge Central 

- Local Town Centre approximately 3,000sqm on the south east corner of Camerons Lane and 

Patterson Street; 

- Local Convenience Centre approximately 1,000sqm on the north east corner of Spring Street 

and Rankin Street; and 

- Local Convenience Centre approximately 500sqm on the south east corner of Lithgow Street 

and Spring Street. 

  



9 ENVIRONMENTAL 

9.1 LANEPIPER REPORT OVERVIEW 
LanePiper were engaged to complete a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment for the Beveridge 

Central PSP area to determine the contamination status of the study area and advise on the 

consequent implications for the suitability of land for future use or development. 

The aim of the assessment was to: 

 Assess the potential for past or current activities to have contaminated the study area 

 Asses the contaminants of potential concern based on past or current activities. 

 Assess the potential for contamination to pose a risk to the beneficial uses of land or 

groundwater protected under State Environmental Protection Policies. 

 Identify the likelihood of the requirement for further intrusive soil and groundwater 

investigations, and for a statutory environmental audit to be required at specific properties. 

 Develop relative risk ranking of each property in the study area based on potential 

contamination indicators. 

9.2 OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Environmental Site Assessment undertaken by LanePiper has revealed that there are two 

potential sources of contamination within the Beveridge Central PSP area: 

 Potential imported fill / waste disposal at 55 Lewis Street; and 

 The active scoria quarry is located off site to the north and is also a potential groundwater 

contamination source, although, this is unlikely to impact the Beveridge Central PSP area. 

The property at 55 Lewis Street may contain contaminated fill in a former dam at the north eastern 

corner of the property, and is therefore assessed to be a Medium risk site. 

LanePiper concludes that given the results of the investigation and the uncertainty associated with 

the known level of soil and groundwater at the site, that an inspection of the residential property at 

55 Lewis Street should be conducted to assess the potential for waste in imported fill at the 

suspected backfilled dam. 

If evidence of potentially contaminating activities is identified at this site and it is to be developed 

for a sensitive use, then further assessment and/or remediation may be required. 

The assessment has also identified ‘medium risk’ sites within the precinct at 62 Lithgow Street, 101 
Lithgow Street, 5 Old Hume Highway, that have either stored petrol tanks at some stage or also have 
potentially contaminated backfill.  

The amendment (via the Schedule to the UGZ) will require further investigation, assessment and 
remediation of ‘medium risk’ sites within the precinct that have been prior to the use/development 
of the site for a sensitive land uses (e.g. residential, pre-school and primary school, child care).  
 

 

 



10  OPEN SPACE 

10.1 OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

10.1.1 Active 
The Mitchell Shire Council have completed an assessment of their active open space needs across 

the broader Beveridge growth area, with specific consideration across the Beveridge North West, 

Lockerbie North and Beveridge Central PSP areas. 

Furthermore, consideration has been given to the spatial distribution of the active open space areas 

in order to ensure that the existing Beveridge and Mandalay communities have access to future 

open space within Beveridge Central. 

The needs assessment has determined that 7.5ha of active open space for soccer and tennis, 

pavilion and car parking uses is required to be provided in Beveridge Central. Spatially, the location 

for the active open space is on the south side of Lithgow Street toward the Mandalay community.  

By locating the active open space in this location it is recognised that active open space areas within 

Beveridge North West will be located further north of Camerons Lane so as to avoid any spatial 

overlap, maximise walkable catchments and build diverse community outcomes. 

The land to the east of the Hume Highway has access to the existing Beveridge reserve and a 

number of active open space reserves that were previously approved as part of the Lockerbie North 

PSP. 

10.1.2 Passive 
A Public Open Space assessment has determined the need for seven (7) open space reserves of 

ranging from 0.7 to 1.5ha across the PSP area.  

Due to the Hume Highway splitting the precinct and the relatively small size of each side of the 

precinct, the spatial distribution of public open space reserves results in an overlap of the walkable 

catchments but ensures that the future community will have a high level of access to open space. 
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